
 
 

AUTOMATIC CUTTER FOR “CARIBE” TILES 
Suitable to cut CARIBE tiles with block at one output, at high hourly production. 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

FEATURES 
 

Maximum hourly production ONE OUTPUT 3.000 pieces per hour 

Installed power Clutch gear-motor 
Cutting gear-motor 
Gear-motor  to separate cut pieces 

KW 0,75 
KW 0,37 
KW 0,18 

Machine size Length 
Width 
Height  
Working level height 
Belt width 
Weight 

3.180 mm 
1.650 mm 
1.300 mm 
750-850 mm adjustable 
650 mm 
850 Kg approx. 

 

 

 



 
 
MACHINE DESCRIPTION 
CARIBE cutter is completely AUTOMATIC, it needs only 1 (one) operator that does not take part in any way to machine operations, but he just 
follows the working process. This cutter is suitable to cut only CARIBE tiles at continuous block.  
This machine has the following features: 

 
» Manually adjustable height of the load-bearing structure; 
» Motorized conveyor tape for the cutting synchronization; 
» Wheels in nylon to permit the material adhesion to the tape 
» Carriage with rolls and transversal cutting unit with motorized cut; 
» Spacer device through motorized rolls to separate cut pieces; 
» Pantograph with rolls for material advancement; 
» Electrical installation and operator control panel . 

 
This machine is made by a fixed steel structure and by mobile structures, cutting units, that slide on sharpened rods and ball sleeves. Shafts and 
rollers are assembled over bearings and sealed ball-bearings. This machine is suitable for a continuous use: mechanical parts and gear-motors  are 
over dimensioned compared to the required load of work. Belt has been chosen after accurate tests to guarantee a long-lasting performance. 
 

CUTTING OPERATIONS 
 
The cutting carriage, which moves at the same speed of the material coming from the extruder, cuts the tile from right to left and vice versa ( 
transversal cut) obtaining  30 mm of waste which falls  between the cut pieces and the pieces that have to be cut through a spacer device. 
The cut is made with templates for tile chamfering. 
After the cutting operations the material is moved from cutting carriage rolls to the pantograph with rolls for advancement.  
 

CUTTING MEASURES 
 
Maximum height of the material 150 mm raw 
Maximum cut width   500 mm raw 
Cut length  From 400 to 500 mm raw 
Under customer request the cutting measures could be changed, but always after checking the possibility to use the requested 
measures. 
 

SUGGESTED CUTTING WIRE 
 
0.6 – 0.8 mm 
 

CUTTING PRECISION 
 
+ 0.3% precision 
 

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION 
 
Electrical installation of the cutting machine is built in respect of the current security laws. The machine is provided with an electric panel installed on 
the machine. The machine is supplied with a button to control the cutting unit in order to replace the cutting wires. 
 

OPTIONAL 
 
The machine can be supplied with the following optional features: 
 
1. Linking roller between the extruder and the cutter machine; 
2. Device for tiles perforation; 
3. Pushing belt; 
4. Wheels for cutter displacement; 
5. Motorized belt for waste gathering. 
 
 
THIS MACHINE IS BUILT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CURRENT SECURITY LAWS, MARKED WITH CE LABEL AND IT IS SUPPLIED WITH FULL 
OPERATION MANUAL AND SPARE PARTS CATALOGUE. 

In line with the policy of continuous development, MECCANICA2P reserves the right to change specifications without notice. 
 

 


